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Inverse bremsstrahlung absorption of the pump laser beam in a backward Raman amplifier over the
round-trip light transit time through the subcritical density plasma can more than double the electron
temperature of the plasma and produce time-varying axial temperature gradients. The resulting
increased Landau damping of the plasma wave and detuning of the resonance can act to stabilize the
pump against unwanted amplification of Langmuir noise without disrupting nonlinear amplification
of the femtosecond seed pulse. Because the heating rate increases with the charge state Z, only
low-Z plasmas~hydrogen, helium, or helium–hydrogen mixtures! will maintain a low enough
temperature for efficient operation. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1695356#

I. INTRODUCTION

The stimulated backward Raman amplification~BRA! of
short seed pulses by long pulse laser beams in centimeter-
long, subcritical plasma has been predicted to produce nearly
relativistically intense (I seed;1017 W/cm2 for 1 mm laser
light!, 40–100 fs pulses. The optimum scheme uses transient
Raman amplification,1 in which the plasma wave damping
raten l is smaller than the Raman growth rateg0 , the plasma
wave frequencyvp5(vpe

2 13kp
2ve

2)1/2, and much smaller
than the laser frequencyv0 . Here,vpe

2 54pe2ne /me is the
square of the plasma frequency,ne is the electron density,me

is the electron mass,k is the wave number of the plasma
wave, andve5(Te /me)

1/2 is the electron thermal velocity
whereTe is the electron temperature. Ifvpe!v0 , then only
a small fraction of the pump power is taken up by the Lang-
muir wave.

The Raman amplification scheme works as follows.
Consider a plasma of uniform density and temperature and of
length L into which a long-pulse, moderate-intensity laser
beam~the pump! enters atz50 and t50. A counterpropa-
gating short pulse light wave~the seed! enters atz5L after a
time delay ofL/c, wherec is the speed of light. If the Lang-
muir wave damping is much less than the Raman growth
rate, the seed initially grows at the convective growth rate at
the locationL1(vgl1vgr)t/2;L2ct/2 wherevgl(r ) is the
plasma wave~Raman light seed! group velocity andc is the
vacuum velocity of light. As a result, during this linear am-
plification stage, an effective broadening of the pulse occurs.
However, once the pulse has grown sufficiently intense to
deplete fully the pump within less than the pulse width, only
the front of the pulse is amplified and an effective compres-
sion of the pulse occurs. In this pump depletion stage, the

pulse power increases ast2 and the pulse width decreases as
t21. Due to the nonlinear narrowing of the pulse during this
stage of amplification, the pulse–pump interaction is robust
to large laser bandwidth, plasma inhomogeneity, and plasma
wave damping. The optimum density for operation of a back-
ward Raman amplifier is bounded between a low density,
nwb , where strong linear Landau damping and wave-
breaking occur and a higher density where relativistic pon-
deromotive Raman forward scatter2 or modulational
instability3 of the intense seed occur.

Previous work on backward Raman amplification in this
regime did not take account of the heating of the plasma by
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption of the pump laser beam. If
the temperature is constant, BRA works well when the Lang-
muir wave damping is at a minimum. At lowTe , the plasma
wave is collisionally damped at the rate,nei;ZneTe

23/2,
wherenei is the electron–ion collision frequency andZ is the
charge state of the ions. At highTe , strong Landau damping
occurs onceklde5kve /vpe.0.3. Collisional damping of
the pump by inverse bremsstrahlung occurs at the raten0

5 1
2 (ne /nc)nei , where nc is the critical density at which

vpe(nc)5v0 . Minimizing the plasma wave damping deter-
mines a plasma temperature of order 100 eV whenne /nc

;0.01.
At such plasma densities and temperatures, however, the

effect of inverse bremsstrahlung heating of the plasma on the
amplification process is considerable. For a 1mm laser, a
pump intensity ofI 51014 W/cm2 rapidly heats the plasma
on the time scale for BRAt int52L/c;50 ps, whereL
;1 cm is the length of the amplifying plasma. For example,
if electron heat transport is negligible, a simple calculation
shows thatDTe;70 eV after 45 ps in a hydrogen plasma at
0.007nc for which nei53.531011 s21 initially. This heating
reduces the pump and seed absorption over time. More sig-
nificantly, increasing the electron temperature also increases
the Landau damping of the plasma wave significantly as the
ratio of the plasma-wave phase velocity to the thermal ve-
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locity decreases. This Landau damping increase proves to be
an important effect in reducing greatly the amplification of
plasma wave noise and in preventing spontaneous SRS from
depleting the pump prematurely.5 Additionally, the spatially
nonuniform and temporal nature of this heating introduces an
effective Raman detuning gradient due to the temperature
dependence of the Langmuir wave dispersion relation.
Analogous to detuning using a density gradient or pump
chirp,4 this effective detuning gradient can act to stabilize
unwanted amplification of Langmuir wave or bremsstrahlung
noise with its resulting premature depletion of the pump
without disrupting useful nonlinear amplification of the
pulse. This paper addresses quantitatively the effects of a
spatially and temporally varying plasma temperature on Ra-
man amplification due to inverse bremsstrahlung heating by
the pump, in particular, enhancement of the Landau damping
rate with heating and detuning of the Raman resonance by
thermal gradients.

These simple estimates assume the electron temperature
increase is not limited by transport and that the heated dis-
tribution maintains a Maxwell–Boltzmann shape. The first
assumption is appropriate because the intended scale of op-
eration ~up to several centimeter transverse scale! is much
larger than the electron–ion scattering mean free path,lei

;1023 cm. However, in current experiments,6 transport
must be considered because the laser spot size is not much
larger than the mean free path. Given thatZ;1, the electron
self-collisions which operate to maintain the Maxwellian
shape have a collision time,tee;tei;3 ps, much less than
the pump pulse duration. However, becauseZv0

2;ve
2 ini-

tially, some flattening of the distribution at velocitiesv,ve

might be expected even as the suprathermal electrons~re-
sponsible for Landau damping the plasma wave! maintain a
exponential distribution.7,8 Here,v0 is the oscillatory veloc-
ity of the electron in the pump electric field. The flattening
will reduce the already weak collisional damping.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. II introduces the
model used to describe the Raman amplification process and
simultaneous plasma heating. Section III addresses the effect
of increased Landau damping on the growth of backscatter
from noise concomitant with plasma heating. Section IV ex-
tends these thermal effects by considering the effect of tem-
perature variations in detuning the Raman resonance. Section
V presents the results of simulations with pF3d. Section VI
considers the possible effects of nonlinearities in Landau
damping on amplification, and Sec. VII summarizes and con-
cludes.

II. MODEL

The Raman interaction is simulated using the pF3d code9

designed for laser plasma interactions in subcritical plasma.
Since this work is concerned with effects that are essentially
one-dimensional, the pF3d reduced system consists of three
enveloped equations for the pumpA0 , the Raman scattered
light Ar , and the plasma wavenp . Although hydrodynamic
motion is allowed and calculated, no significant density or
flow velocity develops over the 50 ps interaction time. How-

ever, the electrons are heated by the absorption of the pump
energy. The equations of this pF3d model are
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Heren0 , n r , andn l are the respective damping rates of
the pump, Raman light, and Langmuir wave;nei is again the
electron–ion collision frequency. In Eq.~4!, Ue!ve is the
electron flow velocity, andqe;2nevelei¹Te@neTeUe is
the electron heat flow. If the pump laser spot size is;1 cm,
then the lateral heat flow is unimportant; that is, because
neTe /(¹qe);L'

2 /(velei);331026 s, the time scale for
loss of energy from the directly heated plasma is orders of
magnitude longer than twice the transit time of the laser
pulse axially across the plasma,;50 ps. The axial heat flow
is also unimportant because, as will be shown subsequently,
the axial gradients induced by the inverse bremsstrahlung
heating are also;1 cm.

For electron temperatures of the order of 100 eV, the
jitter velocity v05eE/mev0 of an electron in the pump laser
electric fieldE is of the same order as or greater than the
electron thermal velocityve5ATe /me. For example,v0

5ve52.73108 cm/s for 1.054mm laser light at 1014 W/cm2

and Te540 eV. Under these conditions, the collision fre-
quency is reduced11 with the dominant ‘‘strong field’’ effect
obtained by settingve

2→ve
21v0

2.18 The frequencies and wave
numbers of the three waves,v0,r ,p andk0,r ,p , are chosen to
have exact resonance given the plasma density and tempera-
ture in a homogeneous plasma. That is the phase matching
conditions

vp5v02v r ,

kp5k02kr ,

are satisfied. For densities and temperatures varying slowly
in space and time, exact resonance is chosen in this study at
the mean density and initially uniform temperature. The
phase mismatch that develops in space and time is accounted
for by the frequency detuning term,dvp , in Eq. ~3!. The
Landau damping~with the kinetically correct dispersion!, the
collisional damping, the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption,
and the heating rate are recalculated after every hydrody-
namic time step. The sourceSp(z,t) of plasma waves in Eq.
~4! has a magnitude chosen such that uncoupled plasma
waves will be driven to the thermal fluctuation level. It is
uncorrelated alongz. The correlation time for the source is
less than the plasma wave damping time.

The linearized solution of Eqs.~2!–~3! in spatially ho-
mogeneous plasma has exponentially growing solutions
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above thresholds set by the damping rates,n r andn l . If these
damping rates are negligible, the growth rate isg5g0 where

g05 1
2Av0vp

v0

c
, ~5!

and the approximations are made thatvp5vpe , kp52k0

52v0 /c, andv r;v0 . Otherwise, the convective instability
threshold obtained from Eqs.~2! and~3! is g0

th5An rn l . If the
plasma wave is collisionally damped andg0@n l;nc /nen r

.g0
th , this instability grows at the rateg0 from an initial

source at the locationzinit1(vgr1vgl)(t2t init)/2;zinit2c(t
2t init)/2, where the latter applies becausene!nc and vgl

!uvgru;c. In a plasma near thermal equilibrium, the fluc-
tuation amplitudes of the light and plasma waves fields~so
called noise! are so small that about tene-foldings of ampli-
tude are required to deplete the pump energy.10 Because the
plasma is optically thin, the bremsstrahlung source forAr is
smaller than the source arising from Thomson scatter off
Langmuir fluctuations10 and is not included in our simula-
tions. The initial amplitude of the sub-picosecond seed pulse
is much larger and needs only a couple of e-foldings to de-
plete the pump. For effective Raman amplification, the am-
plification of noise must then be controlled using density
gradients or chirping of the pump frequency while retaining
enough gain for the seed to deplete the pump and compress
nonlinearly.

III. EFFECT OF ENHANCED LANDAU DAMPING WITH
HEATING

Consider again a uniform plasma slab of lengthL where
a seed, launched att5L/c, reaches the pump depletion stage
within a short time. Then the seed will propagate at velocity
2c while the peak of the noise amplified from a source at
zinit propagates at velocity2c/2. The seed pulse will over-
take the peak amplitude of any small amplitude noise pulse
that originates at a distance larger than 2L/3 from the bound-
ary atz50. Thus, the maximum amplitude gain for noise in
the plasma of lengthL is exp(G0) with G054g0L/3c. For
parameters of interest,g0;2.331012 s21 andL;0.7 cm, so
that G0;72 and strong depletion of the pump by amplified
noise will occur.

For plasma densities of interest (ne<0.01nc), Landau
damping of the plasma wave increases rapidly as the electron
temperature increases above 50 eV as shown in Fig. 1. Here,
the Langmuir wave damping rate, including both collisional
~with Z51) and Landau damping, is shown as a function of
the electron temperature. Also shown is the collisional damp-
ing which decreases asTe

23/2. OnceTe;80 eV, the linear
Landau damping becomes comparable to the SRS convective
growth rateg0 for I 51014 W/cm2 andne50.007nc . At the
higher temperatures whereg0,n l , the convective growth
rate is reduced fromg0 to g0

2/n l , and the peak amplitude of
backscattered wave propagates at nearlyvgr;2c with a
gain of exp(Gsd) for Gsd5g0

2L/n l uvgru;54g0 /n l for L
50.7 cm. Thus, in the absence of chirping or density gradi-
ents, only a plasma wave dampingn l an order of magnitude
larger thang0 will reduce amplification of the noise to ac-
ceptable values.

Note that, at the time the seed is launched, the plasma
nearz5L ~where the seed enters! has not been heated. Thus,
the Langmuir wave damping rate is at its minimum and the
seed initially convectively amplifies at the fastest rate pos-
sible,g0 , and will reach the pump depletion level before the
temperature increase slows that rate if the seed amplitude is
large enough. This requirement on the seed amplitude is that
it be able to reach the pump depletion level before the Lan-
dau damping rate exceeds the pulse bandwidth,Dv
52p/tseed. The amplification of Langmuir noise in the vi-
cinity of z50, however, will experience the strongest tem-
perature effects and hence be most strongly suppressed by
the increased Landau damping rate. This effect could poten-
tially be very beneficial for Raman amplifiers.

IV. RAMAN DETUNING DUE TO TEMPERATURE
VARIATION

In addition to the enhancement of the Landau damping
rate with heating, the axial temperature gradient and accom-
panying detuning of the Raman resonance introduced by
plasma heating is an important effect. The linear theory of
SRS in a temperature and density gradient, applicable to the
noise amplification at least during the early stages, is well
developed.12 For strong enough time-stationary gradients, the
amplitude gain is exp(G¹) where

G¹5pg0
2/k8uvglvgru. ~6!

Here,

k85
d

dz
~k02kr2kp!U

k50

, ~7!

is the rate of detuning from Raman resonance at the point of
exact resonance (k5k02kr2kp50). The plasma wave is
most sensitive to the gradients in temperature and density.
From the fluid dispersion relation for Langmuir waves,

FIG. 1. Langmuir wave damping rate plotted as a function of electron tem-
perature. The total damping rate is given by the dashed curve and the col-
lisional contribution by the solid curve. The plasma electron density,ne

50.007nc and the charge stateZ51.
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2 S d

dz
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3kp
2lde

2

d

dz
ln neD . ~8!

From this equation, one notes that, for long wavelengths, a
density gradient is more effective than a temperature gradient
in suppressing Raman amplification. The neglect of the
damping of the plasma wave requires thatG¹,Gsd from
which one obtains the condition, n l /vp

,3/2kp
2lde

2 L(d ln Te/dz).
In the case of Raman amplification in which the plasma

temperature is time dependent as well as spatially dependent,
the more general theory applicable to parametric growth in
media slowly varying in space and time must be
considered.13 In place of Eq.~6!, the gain exponent becomes

Gzt5pg0
2/uBu, ~9!

where

B5~] t
21~vgl1vgr!] t]z1vgrvgl]z

2!f, ~10!

and f5f02f r2f l is the phase mismatch between the
three waves such that the usual relations hold, namely, the
wave numberkj5]zf j and the frequencyv j52] tf j for j
50,r ,l . In the present case, the electron density is constant
in space and time, the temperature varies temporally and
spatially because of inverse bremsstrahlung heating, and the
pump frequency is chirped. The phase of the pump is taken
to be v0t1q(g0t)2/4 and the linear gain becomes exp(Gzt)
where

Gzt5
pg0

2

S qg0
213kp

2lde
2 vp

]

]t
ln TeD . ~11!

The inclusion of the time variation as well as the spatial
variation reduces the gain exponent~if q50) by an impor-
tant factor of 2. IfṪe5Te850, Eq.~11!, reduces to the result
obtained previously for pure frequency detuning,4 namely
Gzt5p/q. Also, this equation shows that one might choose
the sign of a pump frequency chirp and/or a density gradient
to enhance or reduce the effect of the temperature gradient.

An estimate of the temperature gradients appearing in
these equations can be found from Eq.~4!. Including this
strong field correction but neglecting the heat flow and for a
given uniform plasma density and charge state, the solution
to Eq. ~4! is

Te~ t !52Tosc1Te~ t0!F S 11
Tosc

Te~ t0! D
5/2

1
5

6

Tosc

Te~ t0!
nei

0 ~ t2t0!G2/5

. ~12!

The laser intensity is assumed constant, a good assumption
given the weak inverse bremsstrahlung absorption. Herenei

0

54A2p/mee
4Zne ln(L)/3Te(t0)3/2 is the ‘‘weak-field’’

electron–ion collision frequency at the initial timet0 . Te(t0)
is the initial, uniform electron temperature, andTosc

5mev0
2. In Fig. 2, this solution is plotted forTe(t0)

550 eV, ne50.007nc , andZ51. Because heating begins at
a given locationz only after the pump has propagated to that

point, the space–time dependence of the temperature~ne-
glecting conduction! is simply given by Te(z,t)5Te(t
2z/vg0). Due to the temperature dependence of the Lang-
muir wave dispersion relation, the axial temperature gradient
introduced by the spatio-temporal dependence ofTe can act
as an effective detuning of the Raman resonance. From Eq.
~12!, the temperature gradient is

d

dt
ln Te5

1

3 S Te~0!

Te~ t ! D
5/2S 11

Tosc

Te~ t ! D
23/2 Tosc

Te~0!
nei

0 .

For the same parameters as above,d ln Te/dz;1 cm21. This
estimate agrees well with the results of a pF3d simulation in
a hydrogen plasma shown in Fig. 3. Assuming the density
gradient is zero, as it is in our simulations, we use Eq.~11! to

FIG. 2. The electron temperature as a function of time. The solid and
dashed–dotted curves are the solution given in Eq.~5! for hydrogen and
helium respectively with Te(0)50.05 eV, ne50.007nc , I 51
31014 W/cm2, and laser wavelength,l051053 nm. The dashed curve is
the pF3d solution with the strong field reduction.

FIG. 3. The electron temperature~keV! is shown along the propagation
direction at 23 ps when the seed is launched and at 46 ps when the amplified
seed nears the boundary of the plasma atz50. The simulation parameters
are Te(0)50.05 eV, ne50.007nc , I 5131014 W/cm2, and pump laser
wavelength,l051053 nm.
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obtain, Gzt;10 for Te;90 eV for which kplde;0.3. For
these parameters, the damping is weak enough~by a factor of
5! for the gradient gain exponent@Eq. ~11!# to be the smallest
exponent. Thus, in this example, gradient stabilization is the
dominant limiting factor. Because the damping rate increases
rapidly with kplde , Landau damping will determine the gain
as the plasma heats further. To achieve stronger damping and
weaker gain in the front half of the plasma where it is most
effective in reducing unwanted noise amplification a gradient
in charge state might be desirable, which could be achieved
by using mixtures of helium and hydrogen. Although the
temperature gradient reduces the gain to nearly an acceptable
value, it is still not sufficient to suppress noise amplification
entirely in ionized hydrogen plasma. In the simulations be-
low, some frequency chirp is still required to suppress the
noise amplification, although much less than needed without
the heating induced gradient.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

Without the gradients induced by the heating, spontane-
ous SRS will grow from noise to nonlinear levels and par-

tially deplete the pump as well as introduce enhanced Lang-
muir wave noise and a non-Maxwellian tail of hot electrons.
Such effects reduce the seed gain and seed pulse compres-
sion. One solution is to introduce a chirp in the pump fre-
quency. If the chirp is small, the noise will prematurely de-
plete the pump as shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!. In Fig. 4~a!,
the pump has been severely depleted by the spontaneous
backscatter at the time the pump has just traversed the
plasma and the seed is launched into the plasma. In Fig. 4~b!,
the pump and seed are shown at the time when the seed has
traversed half the plasma. The seed intensity is about one-
tenth the value it attains when no spontaneous backscatter is
introduced.

Hydrogen plasma is not heated sufficiently to allow the
seed to achieve the gain predicted when no spontaneous SRS
is included in the simulations. However, as shown in Figs.
4~c! and 4~d!, the temperature increase and gradients provide
enough stabilization that only a modest amount of chirp is
required to achieve a gain of 1520, nearly the ideal gain of
1800. The pump and SRS light intensity spatial profiles
shown in Figs. 4~c! and 4~d! show a spontaneous reflectivity

FIG. 4. The intensity ofA0 ~solid! and
the reflected light,Ar ~dashed! with q
50.08 for an unheated hydrogen
plasma~a! at 23 ps and~b! at 35 ps.
The intensity ofA0 ~solid! and the re-
flected light, Ar ~dashed! with q
50.08 for a heated hydrogen plasma
with q50.08~c! at 23 ps and~d! at 35
ps. The intensity of the pumpA0 ~solid
black! and the backscattered lightAr

~dashed red! for a heated helium
plasma with no pump chirp~e! at 23
ps and~f! at 35 ps. Other parameters
are Te(0)50.05 eV, ne50.007nc , I
5131014 W/cm2, l051053 nm,
I seed52.531013 W/cm2, and the ini-
tial seed pulse width,t540 fs.
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of 1% at 23 ps when the seed is launched and 10% at 35 ps
when the seed has amplified and compressed after transiting
half the plasma length. For a helium plasma for which the
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption rate is twice that of hy-
drogen at the same temperature, heating alone without pump
chirp is adequate to suppress the noise amplification in the
simulations as is illustrated in Figs. 4~e! and 4~f!. In Fig.
4~e!, the laser intensity is unaffected by the very weak
growth of spontaneous backscatter at the time that the seed is
just encountering the pump atz5L. In Fig. 4~f!, the seed has
amplified 400-fold and depleted the pump.

As discussed earlier in the context of temperature gradi-
ents, it is well known12 that a linear gradient in the wave
number matching, that isk02kr2kp5k8z, leads to a con-
vective saturation of SRS amplitude at the value
exp(pg0

2/uk8vgrvglu) even when the instability is above the ab-
solute instability damping threshold defined by
g0 /A(uvgrvglu)51/2(n l /uvglu1n r /uvgru). However, random
or periodic density inhomogeneity can restore the absolute
instability14 which again prematurely depletes the pump
from amplified noise. Another benefit of heating is to in-
crease the absolute instability damping threshold. Then the
presence of density inhomogeneity cannot restore absolute
growth.

A summary of these results is shown in Fig. 5. For the
parameters of these simulations@ I L5131014 W/cm2,
Te(0)50.05 keV, Z51, ne /nc50.007, L50.7 cm], the
best possible seed intensity gain of 1800, corresponding to a
seed intensity of 531016 W/cm2, is found by turning off the
heating, the pump frequency chirp, and the thermal noise
source for the Langmuir waves. The initial seed intensity was
0.25 of the initial pump intensity. Without heating but with

Langmuir wave noise, the seed gain decreases an order of
magnitude but increases in response to increasing pump fre-
quency chirp~j! as was shown previously.4 Chirp values
corresponding toq;0.2 are required to achieve good seed
gains of ;1600. With inverse bremsstrahlung heating, the
combined effect of increased Langmuir wave damping and
the temperature gradient detuning are nearly sufficient to
suppress the spontaneous SRS and only a small amount of
pump chirp restores nearly full gain as shown by thed

curve. The magnitude of the chirp needed depends logarith-
mically on the magnitude of the Langmuir noise. Increasing
the amplitude of the Langmuir wave noise 100-fold requires
that the chirpq be increased to 0.3 to achieve similar seed
gain if no heating occurs.

The suppression of spontaneous SRS by heating is not
robust to the introduction of random, stationary density per-
turbations and more pump chirp is required to restore ad-
equate gain as is shown by thel curve. For this curve, the
rms density amplitude was 3% of the background and the
correlation length was;0.03 cm. However, in all cases less
chirp is required when the heating is accounted for.

Equation ~11! does not account for Langmuir wave
damping under the assumption that increased damping will
broaden the resonance as it lowers the growth rate such that
the overall gain will remain the same as without damping.
Such a result applies in stationary plasmas when the wave
number mismatch varies linearly near resonance. In the case
presented here, this assumption is not borne out by the pF3d
simulations. If the plasma wave damping is set to zero in the
pF3d simulations while retaining the temperature gradient
effects~1 marks in Fig. 5!, the seed gain drops from 1000
~without pump chirp! to 400 because of large spontaneous
SRS growing from noise. On the other hand, if the detuning
from heating is set to zero but the Landau damping is re-
tained in the pF3d simulations~m marks in Fig. 5!, even
more spontaneous SRS grows and the seed gain drops to
120, thus verifying our earlier theoretical estimates that gra-
dient detuning is more important than Landau damping re-
duction of the growth rate for fully ionized hydrogen plas-
mas. The introduction of pump frequency chirp again
restores adequate gain for each of these idealized cases~as
shown in Fig. 5! with less chirp required for the case with
gradient detuning and without damping than the case with
damping and without gradient detuning. Simulations with
fully ionized helium plasmas, where the heating is more pro-
nounced, required no pump chirp to achieve a nearly opti-
mum seed gain of 1500.

VI. EFFECT OF NONLINEARITIES IN LANDAU
DAMPING

Finally, we consider the possible influence of nonlinear
effects on the Landau damping of the Langmuir wave. In the
pump depletion limit, the Langmuir wave is driven by the
pump and seed ponderomotive force to an amplitude,al

;a0 such that the plasma wave will break if the electron
density is lower than 0.007nc , the same as the density used
in our simulations.15 Here, a05eE0 /mecv0 and ap

5eEl /mecAv0vp. The wave-breaking condition corre-

FIG. 5. The gain is shown as a function of the chirp strength characterized
by q for no heating and no density perturbations~j!, for heating and no
density perturbations~d!, for heating and density fluctuations at a 3% rms
level ~l!. Also shown are points with no chirp and no Langmuir wave noise
~3! and for chirp, density perturbations, and no heating~.!. The effect of
Landau damping without frequency mismatch~m! and frequency mismatch
without Landau damping~1! are also shown. Without heating and density
perturbations, stronger chirp (q;0.2– 0.25) is required to achieve the nearly
optimum gain. The simulation parameters areTe(0)50.05 eV, ne

50.007nc , I 5131014 W/cm2, l051053 nm,I seed52.531013 W/cm2.
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sponds to the plasma wave frequency,vp , being equal to the
bounce frequency,vb5AkpeEl /me, of an electron trapped
in the Langmuir wave electric field,El . Because the linear
Landau damping rate,g l , under consideration is at least ten
times smaller thanvp , the bounce frequency for the plasma
wave driven by the BRA will exceed the linear damping rate.
In that case, one might expect the actual damping rate for
this interaction to be smaller than used in our simulations as
the distribution is flattened near the phase velocity of the
plasma wave. On the other hand, this effect also introduces
nonlinear frequency shifts16 that are also not accounted for in
our simulations. However, once the seed is amplified to the
pump depletion limit, the BRA process is insensitive to the
actual value of the damping.17 More important is the modi-
fication of the damping by large amplitude waves driven by
spontaneous SRS because these simulations may underesti-
mate the spontaneous SRS growth by overestimating the
Landau damping. For the case where the heating is just suf-
ficient to suppress spontaneous SRS, the Langmuir wave am-
plitude for the spontaneous SRS is about 0.06a0 for which
vb is 0.24 of the value at the pump depletion level. This
value will still exceed the linear Landau damping and some
modification of the damping should be expected. There are
several effects that can reduce the nonlinear modification of
the distribution: electron–electron collisions that drive the
distribution towards a Maxwellian, electron–ion collisions
that scatter the electron out of the resonant region before a
bounce oscillation is complete, and the increasing number of
electrons at the phase velocity caused by the inverse brems-
strahlung heating. All of these effects rely on the rather small
collision frequency,nei;nee;331011 s21. The electron–
electron scattering is the most effective of these and results
in the condition for the validity of linear Landau damping
that vb /vpe,(nee/vpe)

1/3(kplde)
5/3;0.02. For the case of

helium with good seed gain, however, the Langmuir wave
amplitude for the spontaneous SRS has a small bounce fre-
quency, 2% of the pump depletion value and less than the
heated linear Landau rate. For this case our fluid simulations
should be adequate.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The inverse bremsstrahlung heating of the electrons by
the pump laser beam has been shown to introduce beneficial
time-varying electron temperature gradients along the pump
propagation direction. The temperature increase with time
causes the linear Landau damping of the Langmuir wave to
increase with time with the result that the spatial and tempo-
ral growth rate for stimulated Raman scatter decreases. Be-
cause the seed is launched into plasma that the pump has not

had time to heat, the linear stage of the BRA seed amplifi-
cation is not adversely affected provided the seed intensity is
large enough to reach the pump depletion level in a short
time. However, the unwanted amplification of thermal
plasma wave fluctuations to pump depletion levels may be
reduced. Our estimates and simulations indicate that the re-
duction from increased Landau damping is not sufficient for
ionized hydrogen plasma. However, because the temperature
increase is proportional to the charge state,Z, helium or
hydrogen–helium mixtures may provide sufficient increase
in the Landau damping. The plasma wave amplitudes
reached in the pF3d simulations are sufficiently large, even
below wavebreaking, that modifications to the electron dis-
tribution function may invalidate the use of linear Landau
damping rates. Nonetheless, the reduction of the SRS gain
will survive because the principal cause of the reduction is
spatial and temporal detuning caused by the temperature de-
pendence of the Langmuir wave dispersion. This gain reduc-
tion is calculated and confirmed by pF3d simulations. The
theory and simulations also show that pump frequency chirp
and heating can be used together for added gain control.
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